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Abstract

The prospect of Iran obtaining nuclear weapons remains a prominent regional and global security issue. In recent years, the election of a new Iranian president and a landmark nuclear deal limiting Iran’s nuclear activities have fueled optimism that Iran will not get the bomb. Yet skepticism persists in expert and official circles over Iran’s nuclear intentions. How can Iran’s nuclear path be explained, and what factors could foster nuclear reversal? This article proposes a sociological perspective on states’ nuclear choices. Notably, international standing is frequently pursued not for military power but for achievements such as cooperative diplomacy, upholding global rules, and advocacy for progressive reform. When controversial nuclear pursuits endanger highly valued status goals, states become less favorable to having nuclear weapons. Existing studies also highlight how an improving external security environment can facilitate nuclear reversal, yet this article offers a hybrid explanation combining status and security threat reduction. The present research suggests that Iran is not on an inexorable path toward nuclear acquisition. In particular, global policies that encourage nonnuclear status conceptions and diminish the security incentives for going nuclear would reduce the likelihood of a nuclear-armed Iran.

Iran’s nuclear program has been one of the foremost global security issues of the twenty-first century. According to the director-general of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA): “a range of activities relevant to the development of a nuclear explosive device were conducted in Iran.
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prior to the end of 2003 as a coordinated effort, and some activities took place after 2003.” In some cases analysts and officials have gone so far as to contemplate military strikes to counteract Iran’s nuclear efforts. For years, atomic diplomacy faltered and international condemnation and sanctions ratcheted up the political and economic pressures on Iran over its nuclear activities. However, the 2013 election of Iranian Pres. Hassan Rouhani and the 2015 signing of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) between Iran and China, France, Germany, Russia, the United Kingdom, the United States, and the High Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy augmented hopes of easing nuclear tensions and Iran staying nuclear weapons–free. While IAEA and US assessments indicate that Iran scaled back its nuclear bomb efforts years ago, concerns have lingered among experts and policymakers that Iran could acquire nuclear arms.

Much analysis of the Iran nuclear issue is plagued by problems such as threat inflation and ideological bias in assessing the merits of specific nonproliferation policies—which may be relatively more cooperative or confrontational. As a result, systematic exploration of the nuclear puzzle in terms of the various potential motivating factors is needed now as much as ever. How can states’ nuclear decisions be explained, and what factors influence Iran’s nuclear choices?

This article holds that when a state does not covet power status but rather emphasizes less forceful means of setting its status apart from other states, it facilitates nuclear reversal. Nuclear reversal occurs when a state aspiring to have nuclear weapons, or even possessing them, gives up its nuclear ambitions and any nuclear weapons it has. Status may be defined as a state’s assessed position in a valued international or regional hierarchy. Status and prestige are often cited as nuclear incentives, but status explanations for nuclear policy could be more fully articulated, particularly for forms of status that are incompatible with nuclear designs. The quest for status does not inevitably favor nuclear weapons. While status deficiencies may spur frustration and power aggrandizement, states frequently prefer status for alternative endeavors such as cooperative diplomacy, upholding global rules, and progressive reform. When controversial nuclear pursuits endanger important status goals, states become favorable to nuclear reversal.

In addition, studies have demonstrated that external security factors also play a role: as a state’s security environment improves and the prospect
of armed conflict diminishes, the perceived utility of a nuclear deterrent declines and this favors nuclear reversal. Consequently, an explanatory framework incorporating both status and security threat reduction offers a better account of nuclear reversal than either status or security alone.

The article proceeds by first discussing the link between status, sociology, and nuclear choices. Next, it presents the concept of nuclear reversal and the various pathways to reversal. It then applies the approach to derive insights on Iran’s nuclear choices and how nuclear reversal could happen. A final section offers some theoretical and policy conclusions, while also assessing the potential impact of the Iran nuclear deal (JCPOA). Overall, the research suggests that Iran is not on an inevitable path toward nuclear acquisition. In particular, global policies that promote nonnuclear status conceptions and diminish the security incentives for nuclear weapons would reduce the likelihood of Iran getting the bomb.

Status-Based Sociological Perspective on Nuclear Choices

Existing nuclear explanations provide useful insights, but a status-based sociological perspective merits further consideration. Indeed, nuclear choices are made by humans (state leaders) in a social sphere (world politics) where interstate interaction makes attentiveness to relative position almost inevitable. Governments care a great deal about their standing in comparison to other states, which can bring better international treatment, influence, and self-esteem. Scholars are increasingly discovering the importance of status motivations in state behavior, due in part to growing research evidence that humans are intrinsically driven to seek social standing and care about their relative position. At times, states will openly express their interest in status in international affairs. For example, Japan’s Foreign Ministry has characterized its diplomatic efforts as “a way to enhance its international status,” and its annual diplomatic reports have repeatedly alluded to Japan’s global standing. Similarly, when Brazil was awarded the 2016 Olympic games, Pres. Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva wept as he declared that Brazil had moved from being a “second-class country to a first-class country” and had begun “to receive the respect we deserve.” In many other instances it is plausible that status motives are kept concealed—especially on matters of national security. However, the global nuclear landscape appears less
puzzling when one accounts for the diverse array of status aspirations driving states to improve their position in relation to others.

To comprehend nuclear choices, one can look to sociological notions that Johan Galtung seminally applied to international politics. Sociologists have shown that in a stratified social system with differing levels of individual accomplishment across multiple dimensions (for example, occupation, income, education), status disequilibria can be destabilizing. In an achievement-oriented world, individuals with low status across the board will not perceive much entitlement to higher status. But those with higher status on some dimensions that contrast with other status shortfalls are reminded of their relative deprivation due to differential treatment. Such disequilibria create tensions between expected status and treatment and what one actually receives, causing frustration and aggressive attempts to augment one’s status—and even change the structure of the system. For example, sociologist Gary Rush has demonstrated that individuals whose occupational, income, and educational statuses are divergent are more prone to right-wing extremism.

In the international arena, Galtung postulates that states experiencing status disequilibria will resort to aggression as a status-gratifying tool, unless alternative status channels allow upward mobility through less provocative measures. As Galtung writes, “it is socially guaranteed, by the very structure of the system, that the disequilibrated is never left in peace with his disequilibrium. . . . In this unstable situation he has both the resources and the inner justification needed for acts of deviance.” The current article extends this logic, arguing that state leaders’ frustration with what they view as their state’s inadequate status may reinforce nuclear ambitions. Nuclear weapons could be viewed as a direct and appealing means of overcoming status deficiencies. The inherent system-changing capability might entice states yearning for status gratification. Table 1 lists some notable status dimensions.

Which status deficiencies are potent enough to spur nuclear weapons interests? First, nonnuclear major powers should perceive an appreciable deficiency when other states have nuclear weapons. Because of their extraordinary overall status, the major powers display a heightened sensitivity to power status discrepancies with other states. Particularly when other states go nuclear, major powers feel entitled to similarly equilibrate their status to this higher level. In this way, policy analyst Klaus Schubert likens France’s nuclear trajectory to “the struggle of the
grande nation to achieve the position to which it is rightfully entitled in the hierarchy of world powers.”

Table 1. Status dimensions in world politics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status type</th>
<th>Primary indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy</td>
<td>• Percent of policy decisions not influenced by external coercion or pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diplomatic-political</td>
<td>• Diplomatic recognition by other states</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mediation/negotiations involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• International organization participation rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>• Gross Domestic Product (GDP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic development</td>
<td>• GDP per capita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>• Population size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>• UN Security Council permanent seat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Conventional military capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Nuclear weapons possession</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progressive reformer</td>
<td>• Amount of foreign humanitarian and development assistance provided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Promotion of progressive norms/causes: social justice, poverty reduction, human rights, environment/climate protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule defender</td>
<td>• Compliance with international law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Protecting rule-based international system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical-scientific</td>
<td>• Number of scientists/engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of high-technology companies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Number of Nobel prizes in sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Territory</td>
<td>• Total geographical area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, near-major powers that have high overall status but lack a permanent UN Security Council seat will perceive a status deficiency, especially when they do not possess nuclear arms but other states have them. This inconsistency breeds frustration, as such states already experience preferential treatment due to considerable accomplishments in other areas. Nuclear weapons will be favored to aggressively overcome this status deprivation. For example, India’s nuclear weapons acquisition can be traced to the discrepancy between exceptional Indian status accomplishments on the one hand and on the other its absence from the “closed club of the five permanent members of the U.N. Security Council” as well as perceived discrimination of India as a nuclear “have-not” by the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT)-recognized nuclear “haves.”
Third, diplomatic recognition is a key status indicator in world politics. Hence isolated states experience status deprivation due to their minimal diplomatic status, which can be exacerbated by the perception that upward status mobility is circumscribed. \(^2^9\) Particularly where status accomplishments such as technical-scientific or other achievements confer the needed impetus, nuclear weapons will appear as an attractive status device for a diplomatic pariah. \(^3^0\) Exemplifying the status frustration of isolation, when North Korea announced plans for its October 2006 nuclear test it decried foreign efforts to isolate it. An official statement read: “[u]nder the present situation in which . . . U.S. moves to isolate and stifle the DPRK have reached the worst phase, going beyond the extremity, the DPRK can no longer remain an on-looker to . . . [these] developments.”\(^3^1\)

As key status deficiencies diminish, states should be more favorable to a nonnuclear posture. It can likewise be observed that—often due to historical or cultural influences—many states prefer alternative (non–power-based) forms of international standing. Specifically, states often seek to set themselves apart through cooperative diplomatic efforts, promoting global rules, or progressive reform. Controversial nuclear pursuits can thwart these status objectives, especially since the international nuclear nonproliferation norm’s emergence several decades ago, which stigmatized nuclear proliferation as an improper action—a violation of international rules. The prevalence of non–power-based status notions, and the fact nuclear weapons can harm these status ambitions, help explain why many states opt for nuclear reversal.

When do status priorities favor nuclear reversal? First, diplomatic integration dampens a state’s nuclear weapons affinity, due to status fulfilment and the tendency of integrating states to value status for cooperative diplomacy and defending international rules. Particularly since the emergence of the global norm against nuclear proliferation, having nuclear arms jeopardizes these status priorities. Second, middle states embracing multilateralism, international compromise, and good global citizenship prefer status for cooperative diplomatic action, protecting international rules, and progressive reform. \(^3^2\) In the shadow of the nuclear nonproliferation norm, middle states are unlikely to want nuclear arms because they endanger these key status goals. Lastly, military delegitimization decreases a state’s favorability to having nuclear weapons. The hierarchy of power permeates military preferences as a result of the
assigned functions militaries perform; when domestic military legitimacy falls, nuclear weapons should become less compatible with, and even harmful to, the state’s status objectives.

### Nuclear Reversal Pathways

Analysts and commentators usually focus on nuclear proliferation and crisis in the nonproliferation regime. This can be misleading, since the rate of nuclear reversal in world politics is surprisingly high—much higher in recent decades than the incidence of new nuclear aspirants or possessor states. As noted earlier, nuclear reversal occurs when a nuclear aspirant state, or even a nuclear possessor state, gives up its nuclear ambitions and any nuclear weapons it has. Of the 31 states that have at least had nuclear ambitions since 1945, more than 20 have undertaken nuclear reversal. Table 2 lists the states that have engaged in nuclear reversal.

#### Table 2. Nuclear reversal since 1945

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Year of reversal</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Year of reversal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>Libya</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>1945 (1958)</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany (Federal Republic of Germany)</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>1979 (n/a)</td>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1957</td>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note* South Africa is the only nuclear possessor that engaged in nuclear reversal. Canada, Egypt, and Japan briefly restarted nuclear de-liberation some years after their first nuclear reversal and then engaged in reversal a second time. These three episodes of re-nuclearization lasted only one to two years in each case. The year of each state’s second reversal is listed in parentheses. Iran was the only state that maintained nuclear aspirations as of the end-year for our global data (2007), after its nuclear aspirations reemerged in 1984. The former Soviet states of Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine did give up the nuclear arms on their territory but they are not included here because they did not independently control the weapons, which were Soviet holdovers inherited with statehood upon the fall of the Soviet Union in the early 1990s. For coding details, see Andrew Prosser, “Nuclearization and Its Discontents: Status, Security, and the Pathways to Nuclear Reversal” (PhD diss., Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva, 2010).

Clearly, states’ nuclear choices are susceptible to restraining influences. Which factors might play a role? Nuclear policy expert Ariel E. Levite insightfully claims that nuclear reversal results from “a combination of factors, the exact combination of which varies between the cases . . . and over time.”
Therefore analysts wishing to elucidate why nuclear reversal happens are tasked with identifying the different constellations of variables, or pathways, which may lead states to abandon their nuclear weapons pursuits. The following pathways combine status with security developments—as well as the influence of the nuclear nonproliferation norm—enumerating the hypothesized routes a state may follow to nuclear reversal.37

**Reversal Pathway 1: Diplomatic Integration**

Status-seeking is a pervasive phenomenon in global affairs, but it can be pursued in highly disparate ways. Notably, diplomatic integration tends to be associated with nonnuclear approaches to status enhancement. Two different status arguments help explain why integrating states are prime candidates for nuclear reversal. First, lessening diplomatic isolation signifies the easing of a key source of status deprivation in international politics. Diplomatic integration alleviates the systemically derived frustration of isolation and confers status in the form of participation in regional and international diplomatic interaction and a more palpable sense of belonging to a global diplomatic community, making the state’s leadership less apt to covet nuclear weapons as a forceful means to augment status. Second, states that integrate diplomatically can be expected to display a predilection for status-garnering activities that favor the existing global order, such as cooperative diplomatic engagement and defending international rules. These status preferences go hand-in-hand with nuclear reversal because controversial nuclear weapons pursuits can jeopardize such status priorities—especially in the shadow of the nuclear nonproliferation norm.38

As argued above, security threat reduction also tends to be fundamental in promoting nuclear reversal. When external security challenges fade, state leaders have fewer justifications for a nuclear arsenal to deter or counteract armed violence. Particularly when the threat of interstate conflict recedes, reversal becomes more likely. The incidence of interstate disputes a state is involved in provides a key indication of its security threat environment.39 Hence, pathway 1 dictates that diplomatic integration, when combined with a decline in a state’s interstate disputes, will increase the likelihood of nuclear reversal.40

Quite a few diplomatically integrating states have chosen a nonnuclear path, and empirical investigation suggests that Libya and South Korea, as well as former nuclear possessor South Africa, followed this reversal
pathway. For example, South Africa terminated its nuclear weapons program and dismantled its small atomic arsenal in the early 1990s. While improving regional security conditions facilitated this process, status motivations were integral to South Africa's nuclear turnaround. During the apartheid era, South Africa's diplomatic isolation and exclusion from global political and scientific circles increasingly bred dissatisfaction and the perception that its international treatment was incommensurate with the country's past diplomatic accomplishments, scientific and economic achievements, and professed role as a leader in Africa. As analyst Robert S. Jaster points out, the “perceived failure of South African diplomacy . . . led to frustration and impatience on the part of successive South African prime ministers.” An inability to counter its faltering international standing fueled relatively forceful approaches to status-seeking, notably, nuclear arming. However, Pres. F. W. de Klerk's historic domestic reforms brought new opportunities to bolster South Africa's beleaguered status in ways that were impracticable with discriminatory domestic policies abhorred by other states. South Africa prioritized more cooperative, non-power-based forms of international standing such as diplomatic-political engagement when such status avenues appeared within reach. De Klerk told the parliament in June 1990: “[T]he prospect of once again playing a full and unrestricted role in the international community holds out the promise of immense . . . benefits for our country and all its people. . . . We have a right to make our voice heard in the councils of the nations. . . . We must . . . secure for our country its rightful place in the community of nations.” Evidently, South Africa sought to repair its international relations and cultivate its status as a responsible diplomatic actor partly to ensure external support for a peaceful domestic transition and to avoid sliding into a downward spiral of internal conflict that could destabilize the country. Its nuclear reversal took place mainly because the political leadership understood that nuclear weapons—in violation of the global nuclear nonproliferation norm—would imperil the rehabilitation of South Africa's status in the world community.

**Reversal Pathway 2: Middle State Status Ambitions**

*Middle states* are nonmajor powers that attempt to preserve global peace and stability and shape global affairs through multilateralism, diplomatic action and international compromise, and exercising soft power
rather than military force. Middle states’ foreign policies emphasize conflict resolution and mediation, UN peacekeeping, and aspiring to be “good international citizens.”47 These states covet international status for cooperative diplomacy and protecting global rules from violations by even the most powerful states. They also prefer to gain status through advocacy for progressive reform, including efforts toward social justice and overseas development assistance.48 Nuclear weapons are unattractive for middle states since the inception of the nuclear nonproliferation norm, as having the bomb could be seen as threatening global rules and stability and thus undermine status objectives. Crucially, pathway 2 identifies middle states as being likely to exercise nuclear reversal once global nonproliferation views stigmatized proliferation as a violation of international rules and norms beginning in the 1960s. Hence this nuclear reversal pathway was common in the 1960s and 1970s but it is less so today.49

Just as in the first reversal pathway, security threat reduction similarly influences nuclear reversal in pathway 2. Thus, in this pathway a decline in a state’s interstate disputes (as described in pathway 1 above), together with middle state status priorities as of the 1960s, should augment the likelihood of nuclear reversal.

For example, empirical inquiry suggests that Sweden and Switzerland both followed the middle state path to nuclear reversal. Notably, a major thrust in Sweden’s postwar foreign policy was to exert diplomatic leadership as a Cold War peacemaker and fortify its stature as a promoter of the rule of law and progressive causes.50 Accordingly, Sweden critiqued the respective US and Soviet military interventions in Vietnam and Czechoslovakia as well as advocated in international fora for ending the superpower arms race, poverty reduction, and social justice. As political scientist Christine Agius observes, “Sweden saw the UN as a platform to project its particular brand of internationalism which was to give it the label of an ‘active neutral.’ . . . Swedish participation in the UN has tended to revolve around a number of issues, such as mediation and peacekeeping, disarmament, and development. Sweden was also a key critic of superpower behaviour in the UN.”51 When the international normative proscription on nuclear proliferation materialized in the 1960s, Sweden appears to have abandoned its nuclear weapons aspirations to avoid damaging its middle state status. Security threat reduction also affected Sweden’s changing nuclear attitudes during this time,
as military confrontation with the Soviet Union became less palpable and the progress of détente made Swedish embroilment in a superpower conflict less likely.

**Reversal Pathway 3: Military Delegitimization**

*Military delegitimization* means the military’s perspectives on status hold less sway over government policy. When domestic military legitimacy falls, nuclear weapons tend to become less desirable and lose their importance to official status aspirations. Pathway 3 holds that a substantial downturn in the amount of government resources devoted to the military (as a share of GDP) is a primary indicator.52

As with the earlier pathways, diminishing security threats are recognized to be conducive to nuclear reversal as well. Overall, pathway 3 stipulates that military delegitimization, in tandem with a decline in a state’s interstate disputes (as described above), should enhance the likelihood of nuclear reversal.

For instance, empirical evidence from Brazil and Argentina—and perhaps Germany and Japan—points toward this nuclear reversal path. As political scientist Gamaliel Perruci has noted: “Brazil, in its drive for super power status under military rule (1964–85), placed strong emphasis on military might as a source of prestige and political independence.”53 Brazil’s military rulers wielded nuclear ambitions for years while disparaging the international nonproliferation regime as an attempt by external powers to deprive Brazil of its rightful power status.54 According to professor Jean Krasno, “Brazil’s leaders . . . expressed the intent to develop nuclear weapons primarily as a symbol of attaining world-power status.”55 A persuasive argument holds that Brazil ultimately reversed its nuclear designs when the Brazilian military’s status conceptions were discredited along with the downfall of the military regime in the 1980s. This domestic transition relegated notions of power status to a lesser priority than diplomatic-political and economic status objectives. Security trends also encouraged Brazil’s nuclear reversal, which notably occurred amid an accelerating bilateral rapprochement between Brazil and Argentina: an agreement was concluded in 1979 to resolve disputes in the Plate River area and all Brazilian interstate dispute involvement ceased by the late 1980s.56
Impact of Nonproliferation Norms

Observers have claimed that the global nuclear nonproliferation norm has facilitated nuclear restraint. But existing explanations are not always satisfying. The nuclear nonproliferation norm is influential for many states because it magnifies incongruities between nuclear weapons and certain highly valued status goals. All other things being equal, the nonproliferation norm is expected to increase the perceived benefits of reversal, especially for states favoring diplomatic-political, rule defender, and progressive reformer status, as it associates nuclear weapons with improper behavior and flouting international rules and norms. In contrast, earlier nuclear norms in the 1940s and 1950s were largely connected to the perceived tactical military advantages of nuclear arms as well as notions of scientific and economic advancement. This meant nuclear weapons were often viewed less as a status burden and more as bolstering international status in the early nuclear era. In our reversal pathways, the nonproliferation norm applies from the 1960s onwards. Table 3 summarizes the different pathways that are hypothesized to lead to nuclear reversal.

Table 3. Pathways to nuclear reversal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pathway</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diplomatic integration</td>
<td>• Evolving status interests along with diplomatic integration AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Security threat reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle state status ambitions</td>
<td>• Middle state status interests (especially upon emergence of nuclear nonproliferation norm) AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Security threat reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military delegitimization</td>
<td>• Evolving status interests along with military delegitimization AND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Security threat reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Ceteris paribus, reversal becomes more likely upon the emergence of the nuclear nonproliferation norm in the 1960s. The pathways do not appear to be applicable for major powers or near-major powers that already possess nuclear arms.

Notably, even a cursory examination suggests the major powers operate with a distinct nuclear logic. The reversal pathways laid out above are not considered to be applicable to the major powers—at least not in the present international context. Such powers are less likely to forgo nuclear arsenals, chiefly because of aversion to an expected power status deficiency. These states would perceive nuclear reversal as downgrading their international standing and treatment, since they are accustomed to first-rank status. According to our approach, major power reversal would
in all likelihood require a substantial shift in the most powerful states’ notions of what it means to be a leading world power. For instance, one incremental step might be if these states were to significantly lessen the role of nuclear arsenals in their respective national security doctrines.\textsuperscript{62}

According to our study Iran still qualified as a nonpower at the outset of the twenty-first century. Despite some data limitations, in more recent years Iran has in all likelihood reached the near-major power level in terms of its military and economic capabilities and its sizeable population of around 80 million people.\textsuperscript{63} These comparatively high-status achievements can be expected to reinforce Iran’s sense of status entitlement and its susceptibility to frustration as a result of the nonpossession of the trappings of power status that the major powers already have, such as nuclear arms and permanent UN Security Council membership. As discussed below, there are revealing indications that such near-major power status dynamics are present in Iran’s case. Nevertheless, it is clear that nuclear reversal is feasible even for near-major powers—particularly those that have not yet crossed the nuclear acquisition threshold. For example, Brazil, Germany, and Japan are all near-major powers that have forsaken nuclear ambitions. We now turn to exploring Iran’s nuclear path in light of the approach presented above.

**Examining Iran’s Nuclear Path\textsuperscript{64}**

Despite an inevitable degree of uncertainty, a reasonable understanding of the history of Iran’s nuclear endeavors is possible based on open-source information. The beginnings of Iran’s involvement in the nuclear field can be traced to the reign of Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi. Iran received civilian nuclear assistance as early as the 1950s through cooperation with the United States under the Atoms for Peace program. A small nuclear research reactor purchased from the United States began operating in Tehran in 1967.\textsuperscript{65} Iran signed the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in 1968 and ratified it in 1970.

Iran’s nuclear efforts expanded in the 1970s as the shah set up the Atomic Energy Organisation of Iran (AEOI) in 1974 and plans were made for an ambitious nuclear energy program consisting of at least twenty nuclear reactors.\textsuperscript{66} Although some sources assert that a clandestine nuclear arms project was begun in the 1970s, it is not clear that an actual decision to get the bomb was made during this phase.\textsuperscript{67} Akbar Etemad, the head of the AEOI between 1974 and 1978, has said that
while the shah “didn’t want nuclear weapons” the Iranian nuclear program at the time was not to exclude the possibility of acquiring them in the future and aimed to pursue a range of relevant nuclear technologies.\textsuperscript{68} On balance, there is sufficient evidence to categorize Iran as having nuclear aspirations in the mid- to late-1970s. Its nuclear activities were subsequently interrupted in part as a result of the 1979 revolution and the start of the Iran-Iraq War.

Under the Khomeini regime Iran’s nuclear initiatives increased markedly in the mid-1980s. In 1984, amid the ongoing war with Iraq, Iran established a new nuclear research center at Esfahan.\textsuperscript{69} There are indications of secret nuclear work during this period aiming at increasing Iran’s technical capabilities relating to nuclear armaments.\textsuperscript{70} From at least the late 1980s and into the 1990s Iran received nuclear weapons-related designs, drawings, and uranium centrifuge components from the illicit A.Q. Khan procurement network.\textsuperscript{71} In the civilian nuclear sphere, Russia provided technical assistance to Iran in the 1990s and worked to rebuild a partially completed nuclear power reactor at Bushehr which had been damaged during the Iran-Iraq War.\textsuperscript{72}

In 2002, the existence of a clandestine uranium enrichment complex at Natanz and heavy water facility at Arak was revealed. Thereafter the IAEA repeatedly cited Iran’s noncompliance with its safeguards obligations and expressed concerns about potential military dimensions of Iran’s nuclear activities.\textsuperscript{73} In 2013, it declared, “since 2002, the Agency has become increasingly concerned about the possible existence in Iran of undisclosed nuclear related activities . . . including activities related to the development of a nuclear payload for a missile.”\textsuperscript{74} In late 2015, the IAEA determined that Iran had a coordinated nuclear weapons program prior to the end of 2003.\textsuperscript{75} But it also judged that Iran had scaled back its nuclear weapons activities since 2003, and the US government has assessed that in recent years Iran has not made any decision to acquire nuclear arms.\textsuperscript{76} While Iran has stated its nuclear activities are exclusively peaceful, the evidence presented here suggests that, for the past several years, it has attempted to keep its nuclear options open by working on its technical capacities relating to nuclear weapons without actually seeking to build the bomb.

Overall, Iranian nuclear aspirations have reasonably existed from 1974 to 1979 as well as from 1984 onwards. Based on IAEA safeguards
and US national intelligence reports, it is also warranted to categorize Iran as a nuclear weapons pursuer from 1989 to 2003.77

**Iran’s Nuclear Motivations**

Any investigation into Iran’s nuclear decision-making must admit the challenges posed by the limits of available information and secrecy. Nevertheless, there exists substantial evidence that status and security influences have played a fundamental role in Iran’s nuclear choices.

As regards security motives, Iran’s involvement in interstate disputes increased from the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s.78 Notably, tensions existed with neighboring Iraq in connection with the disputed Iran-Iraq border and the Kurdish conflict. The shah’s navy patrolled the region’s seas, in line with the Nixon Doctrine, in the shadow of rivalry with the nuclear-armed Soviet Union and absent a reliable security guarantee from a nuclear power.79 Due in part to security concerns, Iran engaged in a massive military buildup in the 1960s and 1970s—a period overlapping Iran’s initial nuclear weapons interest.80

Upon resuming its nuclear aspirations in the mid-1980s, Iran was in the midst of a devastating war with Iraq in which hundreds of thousands of Iranians died and the Saddam Hussein regime attacked Iran using chemical weapons. Additionally, in the years following the 1979 Iranian revolution and the hostage crisis, Iran was involved in hostile altercations with the nuclear-armed United States.81 Iran’s interstate dispute involvement peaked in the late 1980s.82 Despite the end of the war with Iraq in the second half of the 1980s, Iran-Iraq relations in the 1990s remained problematic, and Iraq deliberately cultivated a sense of ambiguity among its regional adversaries regarding its weapons of mass destruction (WMD) capabilities.83 More recently, although the Iraq threat diminished with the 2003 US invasion and toppling of the Saddam Hussein regime, Iran’s threat landscape remained ominous in light of security tensions with Israel, the sizeable US military presence in the region (including the conflicts in neighboring Afghanistan, Iraq, and Syria), and the refusal of the George W. Bush and Barack Obama administrations to rule out the use of US military force against Iran in relation to its nuclear program.84

There are convincing signs that security considerations have influenced Iran’s nuclear logic. For example, Iranian Pres. (and later Supreme Leader) Ali Khamenei apparently encouraged a gathering of Iran’s scientists in
1987 to develop nuclear technology as a way to protect the state against external threats. Later, Iranian political strategist and advisor Ali Reza Alavi-Tabar remarked in 2003: “Israel is always threatening us. If we were sure Israel wasn’t going to hit us, we wouldn’t be thinking about a bomb.” Iran addressed an official letter to the UN secretary-general in 2006 protesting “unlawful, unacceptable and dangerous threats of use of force” by the United States.” In a 2007 poll of Iranians, nearly half of the respondents believed the United States would take military action against Iran in the next one to two years. Revealingly, Iran repeatedly raised its security concerns as a topic to be addressed in international discussions over its nuclear program. Lending further weight to security arguments, experts have cited external security reasons for Iran’s nuclear weapons aspirations. Ray Takeyh, a leading Iran analyst, has ascribed the country’s nuclear calculations to its “desire to craft a viable deterrent capability against a range of evolving threats.” David Cortright and George A. Lopez from the Kroc Institute for Peace Studies have likewise posited that, “Given the worsening insecurities in the region and its hostile political relations with the United States and Israel, Iran is likely to continue feeling the need for greater deterrent capabilities, perhaps including a nuclear option.” Similarly, RAND policy analyst Alireza Nader observes that “the Islamic Republic appears to be pursuing a nuclear capability as a form of deterrence against an attack by a superior military foe such as the United States.” But there are also indications that status has played a role in Iran’s nuclear priorities.

In particular, Iran’s foreign relations have been hampered by key diplomatic-political setbacks. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, in the run-up to Iran’s early nuclear deliberation, diplomatic recognition of Iran was noticeably lower than it had previously been. In the 1980s, Iran suffered regional diplomatic ostracism fueled by the post-revolutionary Islamic regime’s controversial policies and the Iran-Iraq War. In recent decades multilateral sanctions and political estrangement due in part to Iran’s nuclear program have frustrated its international status, and Iran has been the subject of extensive official scrutiny emanating from the UN Security Council, IAEA, United States, and European Union over its nuclear activities. Iran was notoriously included as part of the so-called “axis of evil” in a speech by Pres. George W. Bush in 2002. Even though Iran sought international engagement, evidenced through initiatives such as President Khatami’s “Dialogue of Civilizations”
(announced in the late 1990s), Iran’s mediation efforts during the Tajikistan civil war (1992–1997), and Iranian relations with Russia, Brazil, and the nonaligned states, it was unable to escape diplomatic exclusion in many respects. Sanguine expectations in some circles that the 2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action would reverse Iran’s isolation and revitalize its international relations have thus far not come to satisfactory fruition.

The leadership in Tehran has undoubtedly perceived its faltering diplomatic-political status and treatment as incommensurate with other Iranian attributes such as Iran’s geostrategic importance and technical-scientific accomplishments—all the more so given the illustrious legacy of the Persian civilization. As one knowledgeable expert observed in 2005: “Iranian leaders have been shaken by the negative attention, pressure and potential isolation they have experienced over the nuclear issue. . . . Ostracism of such a great nation as Persia—Iran—would be a major setback.” Indicative of Iran’s diplomatic frustration, Iranian officials decried an alleged US-Israeli “conspiracy” to isolate Tehran. Diplomatic-political status shortfalls can be particularly vexing since overcoming them often depends on other states’ actions such as granting diplomatic recognition or refraining from admonishing the state in international fora. In line with our expectations, the ever-present drive for status in world politics has conceivably pushed an isolated Iran towards more forceful methods of status fulfillment. As with the case of South Africa, even ambiguous or “opaque” nuclear activities may be seen as a relatively direct and accessible route to status improvement.

As noted earlier, data suggests Iran has reached the level of a near-major power—an overall status that can be expected to intensify Tehran’s sense of entitlement to elevated power status. This phenomenon is not unlike what has occurred with other states in the category such as India or Brazil. As a result, Iranian policymakers commonly view their country as deserving of status as a “natural” regional or world power. In 2009, President Ahmadinejad called for “Iran to occupy its rightful place as a world power.” Reflecting the sentiments of many Iran specialists, one expert writes, “all factions, from hard-liners to reformists, agree that Iran is entitled to regional power status.” Members of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps have unsurprisingly been no exception to this trend. Analysts at times associate this penchant for power status with the ancient Persian empire, and one study refers to Iran’s “historical sense
of imperial mission.”\(^{105}\) According to middle east scholar Bahman Baktiari, “Iranian leaders have long been preoccupied with how to sustain a perception of Iran as a country with 2,500 years of recorded history and a civilization that deserves recognition and respect. Most Iranians perceive their nation as a great civilization that has been deprived of its rightful status as a regional superpower by foreign intervention, including that of tsarist Russia, Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United States.”\(^{106}\)

Significantly, a recurring theme in the literature on Iranian policymaking is one of Iranian resentment of foreign interference that has allegedly sought to preclude Iran’s status as a regional leader or powerful state. Whereas in previous centuries such Iranian sentiments focused on great powers active in the region, notably Russia and Britain, lately they have been directed mostly at the United States and Iran’s regional neighbors such as the Sunni Arab states and Israel. As one study explains, “Iranian leaders are convinced that Western powers have systematically worked to prevent the country’s emergence as an independent regional power.”\(^{107}\) Iranian journalist Rahman Ghahremanpour argues that this perceived external meddling to keep Iran down has bred dissatisfaction: “The majority of Iranians are not satisfied with their current role in the region nor in the international system. Western policies—perceived or real—aimed at restricting and isolating Iran intensifies [sic] this sense of frustration.”\(^{108}\) In terms of Iran’s regional neighbors, Saudi Arabia is an example of a state Iranian leaders believe “harbors a deep mistrust of Iran and has been the most active in working to deny Iran a status commensurate with its aspirations.”\(^{109}\) This tendency in Iranian policy discourse to view Iran as the victim of foreign interfering “chimes with Shia Islam’s historic perception of itself as oppressed in historical, theological and political terms.”\(^{110}\)

I argue that Iran’s nuclear ambitions have been spurred on by its considerable status expectations on the one hand and disappointment over deficiencies in its regional and global standing on the other—apparently reinforced by the belief that foreign powers have sought to limit Iran’s status. Clearly, Iranian officials have made their interest in international status and respect plainly evident. For instance, former Pres. Hashemi Rafsanjani spoke in 2005 of a “powerful Iran” that could “find a distinguished and lofty standing among the nations of the world, a status and standing which befits the civilized nation of Iran.”\(^{111}\) It may be difficult to unearth conclusive evidence of the extent to which Iran’s leadership
has associated nuclear weapons with status, but there are indications of status concerns underlying Iran’s nuclear pursuits. In this regard, the US Director of National Intelligence stated in 2016 that status was a motivation behind Iran’s nuclear designs. In the view of nonproliferation expert Mark Fitzpatrick, Iran’s nuclear efforts seek “prestige” and “national pride.” Likewise Shahram Chubin, an Iran security specialist, argues that “Iran is seeking a nuclear capability, at least a weapons option, the benefits of which it sees as prestige and domestic legitimation, regional status, and a greater voice in international relations.” A few astute observers have drawn attention to Iranian status discrepancies as a driver of Iran’s revisionist policies and perhaps its nuclear ambitions. For example, middle east analyst Thomas Juneau argues there is a strong sense among Iran’s leadership “that the country’s rightful status is being denied by the United States and its allies. Iran therefore suffers from a status discrepancy as a result of the differential between its aspirations and the status it perceives the international community ascribes to it. Iran is thus dissatisfied, a key driver of revisionism.” With regard to the nuclear program, Chubin insightfully identifies “frustration over status and the ambition to be taken more seriously and to play a larger, more global role” as a key driver of Iran’s nuclear aspirations.

It is revealing that Iran does not appear to be on an unrestrained push to have nuclear weapons. Instead, it has evidently embraced an “option” or hedging strategy, at least since 2003, moving closer to the technical capability to produce nuclear arms without actually acquiring them. This suggests competition among diverse status perspectives in the Iranian policy-making context, to some extent presumably a reflection of Iran’s less than extreme levels of isolation in recent years. In this regard, Iran’s nuclear program also appears closely tied to status aspirations in terms of national autonomy and scientific-technical prowess—status pursuits which might plausibly be achieved through civilian nuclear applications (such as energy or medicine) instead of nuclear weapons. With regard to autonomy, the desire for stature as an independent and self-sufficient actor in global affairs is a familiar aspect of the official Iranian worldview. This is reflected in the revolutionary slogan “independence, freedom, Islamic Republic.” From Tehran’s standpoint, having status for autonomy reaffirms the credibility of Iran’s nonaligned global stance—embodied in another Iranian revolution slogan, “neither East nor West”—and bolsters its aim of leading an “anti-hegemonic
movement in the Islamic world.” As for nuclear projects bolstering Iran’s status in terms of scientific and technical achievement, Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei has stated that Iran could become the “world leader in science in fifty years” and holds the “nuclear program as a symbol of scientific and technological prowess.” As elaborated above, many status priorities can be distinct from or wholly incompatible with nuclear arms. Such status preferences may gain traction in a state when power status falls out of favor and new alternative routes to international standing take priority.

**How Might Iranian Nuclear Reversal Happen?**

The theoretical arguments presented earlier provide a basis for outlining some of the plausible reversal scenarios for Iran. Specifically, two of the reversal pathways stand out as potentially applicable: diplomatic integration (pathway 1) and military delegitimization (pathway 3). The middle state path (pathway 2) appears less relevant because Iran does not fit the definition of a middle state and because of the fact most middle state reversals occurred decades ago in closer proximity to the emergence of the nuclear nonproliferation norm. For Iran, reversal pathways 1 and 3 could serve to increase the likelihood of nuclear reversal. Hybrid combinations are possible, meaning that both pathways may occur together. It is essential to now explore these options in the Iranian context as well as consider a few alternative nuclear reversal arguments and their potential relevance to Iran.

**Pathway 1: Diplomatic Integration**

To imagine how Iranian reversal might occur under pathway 1, the case of South Africa may offer an applicable precedent. South Africa abandoned its small cache of nuclear weapons as domestic policy changes (the end of apartheid) were enabling South Africa’s leadership to lay claim to more cooperative forms of status. Nuclear reversal was made likely when the leadership came to view nuclear weapons as a liability for South Africa’s status goals. A similar trajectory could be envisaged whereby Iran’s frustration with its diplomatic-political standing and treatment is lessened as higher diplomatic status is attained or becomes more accessible. Such developments would be aided by credible offers or prospects of diplomatic recognition from key states—regional states and
major powers in particular. Under pathway 1, the continued lifting of sanctions on Iran and lessening official criticism of Iran's behavior might help promote reversal by reducing Iran's international exclusion. In general, this pathway would involve the easing of Iran's status deprivation and Iranian emphasis on alternative channels of status enhancement rather than power aggrandizement. Regional states and world powers would contribute by opening up such new methods of status fulfillment, perhaps accepting a larger role for Iran in regional diplomacy. Finally, pathway 1 calls for an improved security threat environment, a main indicator of which would be a declining rate of interstate disputes between Iran and key interlocutors such as the United States, Israel, and Arab states in the region.

How might Iran's quest for status be expected to shift under pathway 1? Official Iranian perspectives would be expected to shift toward status conceptions that are less focused on relative power. Past diplomatically integrating states have typically sought cooperative types of international standing, such as through peaceful multilateral engagement, promoting the international legal order, and fostering socioeconomic progress. For example, postapartheid South Africa achieved status through playing a greater role in African and global governance, becoming a leading contributor to peacekeeping missions on the continent, and working at the international level towards economic development for the global south. In the case of Libya, another state that apparently followed pathway 1, comparable changes in status priorities preceded nuclear renunciation. Hence an emergent thrust of Libyan policy was to normalize its international relations (including with the United States) and garner status as a global diplomatic player and peace arbiter. Mu'ammar Gadhafi’s son Seif al-Islam stated, “[Our] leader believed that . . . Libya would emerge from . . . international isolation and become a negotiator and work with the big powers to change the Arab situation.”121 As political psychologist Maria Rost Rublee elucidates, “giving up WMD would allow [Gadhafi] to take on a new leadership role and give him the international acceptance he had desired for so long.”122 Interestingly, there are signs that Iran seeks status for non–power-oriented activities, but under pathway 1 these status outlets would become more prominent, turning controversial nuclear weapons pursuits into a greater hindrance for Iran's status ambitions. Notably, Iranian leaders have shown interest in taking a leading position in matters like inter-civilizational dialogue and science and technology. Civil nuclear advancement is seen as bringing status for
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Iran’s scientific accomplishments and energy self-sufficiency, the latter being linked to the aforementioned primacy of autonomy in Iranian foreign policy. Iranian Pres. Hashemi Rafsanjani highlighted such interests in a 1996 speech, stating that “making use of nuclear technology for peaceful purposes is something without which a country could not find its real standing in the world.” Nuclear reversal pathway 1 envisages Iran’s global exclusion subsiding and Tehran placing more value on such alternative forms of international standing.

What specific steps might facilitate nuclear reversal pathway 1 for Iran? Though various possible sequences might be envisioned, efforts by key states like the United States would appear indispensable. For example, movement towards restoring US diplomatic relations with Iran and significant progress on US-Iran security issues could be pivotal for Iran to follow pathway 1. As regards status, it could be conducive to pathway 1 for the United States and regional states like Saudi Arabia to present Iran with concrete, feasible options for the restoration of diplomatic relations. This would demonstrate the availability of non–power-oriented status options and create space for pragmatic Iranian officials and elites to successfully push for such alternative routes to status. In a similar way, states might seek to bestow a more prominent role on Iran as a diplomatic-political intermediary on regional and even global issues regarding Iraq, Afghanistan, dialogue with the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), or initiatives on intercultural understanding. Iran has shown an interest in playing a larger diplomatic part in many such matters, and this would be reminiscent of the negotiator role that Gadhafi aspired to for Libya in the run-up to its nuclear turnaround. Pathway 1 could also be facilitated if the United States and other states promoted increased Iranian participation in international organizations as well as lessened criticism of Iran in regional and international institutions to reduce Iran’s sense of global marginalization. As one notable example, admitting Iran to the World Trade Organization (WTO) could be a promising move. WTO membership could confer much-needed status to Iran—the world’s largest economy that is not a WTO member—and Iran’s government has said that WTO membership is a priority. Additionally, it would be propitious for the United States and the other nuclear deal signatories to ensure that sanctions relief for Iran continues as laid out in the JCPOA. The new US administration could hence contribute to alleviating Iran’s sense of ostracism by honoring its JCPOA
sanctions relief pledges. In the same vein, the further release of Iranian assets frozen by the US government and held in US and foreign banks might indirectly improve Iran’s embattled international status and treatment in line with this reversal pathway.

Each of these developments could contribute to a sort of “status accommodation”—not unlike what scholars have discussed in terms of reducing the war-making proclivities of rising powers—which could fulfill the Iranian quest for status through attainments other than nuclearization. Nevertheless, the earlier reversals in South Africa and Libya suggest a more profound Iranian reassessment of the state’s behavior and role in the world may be needed for Iran to truly embrace less power-centric status, as apparently occurred with both de Klerk and Gadhafi. Due to the fragmented nature of postrevolutionary Iran’s domestic politics, such an outcome might have to emerge from a potential convergence of sufficiently influential Iranian officials. This type of rethinking—à la South Africa and Libya—is a distinct possibility; Iranian foreign policy has a tendency to vacillate between engagement and pragmatism on the one hand and relatively greater defiance and ideological opposition to the rest of the world on the other. It is imaginable that the impetus for this type of change might emanate from a president such as Rouhani, the Supreme Leader or a future successor, and/or other key domestic actors. Overall, I argue that the provision of diplomatic-political status as outlined above may well stimulate such a fundamental Iranian reassessment, by showing Iran’s leaders that alternative ways of augmenting the state’s status are accessible. Outside states could in this way encourage Iranian domestic actors to see value in reorienting Iran’s search for status, as well as creating opportunities for them to do this and lending them credibility within Iran. Another lesson from the Libyan case is that confidants whose advice is valued by top decision-makers—like Gadhafi’s son Seif al-Islam—may be important in convincing national leaders of the state’s preferred role and status in world affairs. Such developments may well take time, hence one crucial added-value of the JCPOA could be in limiting Iran’s technical nuclear capabilities to buy enough time for a broader policy and status shift. A window of opportunity may be open under the Rouhani presidency to make headway in this direction, although the Iranian presidential election of May 2017 will likely affect such prospects.
In terms of threat reduction, several potential conflict-reducing steps could encourage Iranian progress down pathway 1. It would be beneficial to hold joint US-Iran security discussions to build confidence and decrease the prospects of any hostilities involving Iran. For instance, working-level talks might be dedicated to seeking ways to prevent incidents and unintended escalation among the two states’ naval vessels which often operate in close proximity in the Persian Gulf. US military policies and deployments in the region might be reviewed for any reasonable revisions that could be made to decrease Iranian threat perceptions and make armed conflict less likely. In addition, the United States could be well positioned to quietly facilitate nonaggression pledges and other threat-reduction measures between Iran and Israel, assuaging mutual security concerns between the two adversaries. The United States and other interested parties could work with Iran on plans for improving the security situation in Iraq and Afghanistan, with both states bordering on Iran and strongly impacting Iranian security threat perceptions. As regards Afghanistan, for example, Iran has shown an enduring interest in being involved in security actions there; Iran faces transnational threats such as drug trafficking and terrorism emanating from its Afghan border. Stepped-up global efforts to find solutions to end the protracted conflict in Syria, in which Iranian and US forces are combatants, would also have clear advantages in terms of ameliorating Iranian security. The United States and the international community could also contribute by supporting the settlement of disputes among Iran and its Gulf neighbors. Notably, the United States and Arab states might foster talks between Iran and the GCC states to jointly address security concerns, which have escalated particularly between Iran and Saudi Arabia over the past few years—reinforced by Iran’s nuclear activities and the conflict in Yemen, which has pitted the two states on opposite sides of the hostilities. While these security steps would undeniably require significant efforts and political willingness, auspicious precedents favor progress. In this respect, some US-Iran security cooperation has already occurred regarding both Afghanistan and Iraq. Further, Iran has participated in international talks on the Syria conflict. The fact that a multilateral nuclear deal was concluded in 2015 provides further evidence that agreement is possible with Iran on crucial security issues. Finally, the United States and Iran as well as other regional and European states share numerous mutual interests, such as stabilizing Iraq and Afghanistan as well as the fight
against Daesh (ISIS), which suggest that collaborative security initiatives may produce meaningful results.

To conclude, some key hurdles would need to be surmounted for Iran to take pathway 1 to nuclear reversal. First, there are domestic interests in both Iran and the United States that would oppose such steps and who in some cases benefit from continued Iranian isolation or nuclear ambitions.\(^\text{127}\) As for any diplomatic or security rapprochement between the United States and Iran, such efforts face mutual distrust stemming from incidents such as the US-aided overthrow of Iranian Prime Minister Mohammad Mossadegh in 1953 and the 1979–1981 Iran hostage crisis. Further, the willingness of states to grant Iran diplomatic recognition and status may be made conditional upon reciprocal measures by Iran regarding Iranian policies viewed by Western powers and Middle Eastern and Persian Gulf states as inappropriate or destabilizing, including Iranian support for militant groups like Hezbollah. As a result, a good measure of policy flexibility on various sides would be required.

In terms of security concerns, many of Iran’s perceived threats are firmly rooted and involve not only the United States but also other regional actors (such as Israel and Saudi Arabia)—and thus may not dissipate quickly. The persistence of conflict among multiple warring parties in Syria is but one complicating facet of the regional security situation for which solutions are not easy. The risk of US-Iran confrontation in the Persian Gulf remains palpable and demands restraint on both sides. Nevertheless, many such obstacles could be overcome with the right mix of political determination, timing, and ingenuity. The data indicates that Iran’s diplomatic isolation may not be as extreme as other diplomatic pariahs—such as South Africa and North Korea—that have gone nuclear.\(^\text{128}\) Overall pathway 1 appears to be plausible for Iran even if some challenging steps remain before it moves down this reversal path.

**Pathway 3: Military Delegitimization**

Military delegitimization is another pathway Iran could follow to nuclear reversal. This pathway represents an intriguing reversal scenario for Iran because it has previously led near-major powers such as Brazil to nuclear forbearance. Indeed, Brazil’s abandonment of its nuclear ambitions more than two decades ago may offer relevant historical insights. The end of Brazilian military rule in the 1980s marked the discrediting of the military’s power-oriented status conceptions. As alluded to
above, Brazilian officials came to value regional political leadership and economic forms of standing more than prospective status as a nuclear power, whereupon contentious nuclear activities became an obstacle to Brazil’s status goals. Pathway 3 deserves consideration in Iran’s case due to the country’s substantial military expenditures that have accompanied its nuclear ambitions as well as the noticeable domestic influence particularly of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC).129 Accordingly, Shahram Chubin describes the IRGC as a “formidable policy actor with security as well as commercial interests.”130 While the IRGC can lack popular support owing in part to its internal security role, the IRGC’s domestic political clout is highlighted by the vast number of current or former IRGC members in government in recent years; for example, Pres. Mahmoud Ahmadinejad (2005–2013) was an IRGC veteran, and dozens of parliamentarians elected to Iran’s majlis have had IRGC experience.131 As expected, prominent IRGC members have also expressed an interest in Iran’s standing as a powerful state. One past IRGC commander, for instance, has stated that the United States has “no option’ but to recognize Iran as a regional power.”132 While the IRGC generally did not oppose the 2015 nuclear deal—perhaps largely out of IRGC business interests in having sanctions lifted—experts have nevertheless found support for nuclear weapons among the IRGC’s membership.133 Under pathway 3, Iranian nuclear reversal could take hold if military status perspectives—notably, those of the IRGC—were to lose sway among Iran’s leadership. This might be observed through a sizeable downturn in the share of government resources devoted to IRGC/military expenditures, probably in tandem with a substantial drop in the number of IRGC members holding political office. Like in pathway 1, security threat reduction is also necessary for this reversal pathway. As discussed earlier, this could be seen through a decline in Iran’s incidence of interstate disputes with key countries like the United States and other states in Iran’s region.

How would the Iranian status priorities be expected to change under pathway 3? Power-based status would be superseded by other goals, such as the desire to achieve political and economic standing in international affairs. The status leanings of the IRGC, which focus upon the hierarchy and instruments of power, would be downgraded so as to no longer shape Iranian policy priorities. A relative proclivity for non–power-oriented status would make nuclear weapons appear as more of a hindrance to enhanc-
ing Iran’s status. In this regard, while near-major power Brazil has con-
tinued to pursue recognition as a “big country” in world affairs, Brazil’s
civilian officials placed renewed emphasis upon earning regional and
global standing through diplomatic engagement, cooperation within
multilateral regimes, regional economic integration, and national eco-
nomic progress. As John R. Redick argues, Brazilian officials “came to
accept the view that maintenance of the independent nuclear policy would
seriously jeopardize their relations with nations that could affect another,
more central, policy objective: achieving world stature and leadership
for Brazil.” Another component of Brazil’s search for status has been
to seek reforms of the UN Security Council, enabling permanent Bra-
zilian membership along with fellow “G4” states Germany, India, and
Japan—which may be associated with power status but is also closely
tied to diplomatic-political stature. If Iran were to follow pathway 3,
it might be expected to reconceive of near-major power standing in this
manner by focusing on earning status through playing a prominent role
diplomatically and economically, in line with global rules and norms,
and wielding “soft power” rather than nuclear arms.

What are some concrete steps that might bring about reversal pathway
3 in Iran’s case? As one possibility, it is conceivable that specific domestic
events could amplify domestic enmity of the IRGC and weaken its legiti-
macy. This would set off a domestic shift or realignment causing power-
oriented status perspectives to lose influence in Iranian policy making.
For example, if large-scale popular protests or demonstrations were to
occur (not unlike the upheaval typifying the contested 2009 Iranian
presidential election), this might alter the IRGC’s extensive influence
in the country—for example, by provoking a backlash to IRGC repres-
sion of demonstrators or by exerting pressure for domestic institutional
reforms. In similar fashion, various other potential domestic or inter-
national events may be envisaged, such as major IRGC scandals or civil
society campaigns, which could impel key figures such as the supreme
leader to push further in downgrading the extensive domestic position of
the IRGC. Such domestic reforms might be seen, for instance, in moves
to curtail the IRGC’s role and financial resources. Future elections might
also promote pathway 3 by decreasing the presence of IRGC members
holding government office. Observers have noted that the Ahmadinejad
presidency (2005–2013) marked a period of particularly “militarized”
Iranian governance, hence to some extent President Rouhani’s election
in 2013 may have tipped the balance back towards pathway 3—although not yet to a sufficient extent to cause nuclear reversal.\textsuperscript{136} Hence the next Iranian presidential election can also be expected to have consequences pertinent to pathway 3. It can equally be postulated that a successive new supreme leader after Ali Khamenei, who is less favorable to (and less strategically reliant upon) the wide-ranging economic, political, and military engagements of the IRGC, could use his position to rein in the Revolutionary Guards’ domestic political role and influence, which could stimulate Iran’s movement along pathway 3. The interconnections between the IRGC and the conservative clerical network in the country present challenges for this pathway, however.\textsuperscript{137} Finally, this pathway would require steps towards lessening Iran’s perceived security threats in the region, as explained for pathway 1 above. It is interesting to note that Iran’s status and security can also be viewed as somewhat interrelated; for example, a more peaceful regional security environment could feasibly provide the impetus for reduced Iranian security spending and reliance upon the IRGC.

What actions from outside Iran could be conducive to pathway 3? Undoubtedly, the ability of external parties to alter domestic military legitimacy and status priorities in Iran is somewhat constrained. Moreover, any attempt to interfere would need to proceed cautiously and with sensitivity to avoid counterproductive reactions within Iran in light of its past experience with external interference in Iranian domestic affairs. At the same time, there are steps that the international community might take. For example, military-to-military cooperation and engagement between Iran—including Revolutionary Guard personnel—and other states, centering on experience and training in relation to humanitarian and peacekeeping operations, could serve to stimulate interest in non-nuclear approaches to international status and recognition. Nonnuclear states that participate significantly in UN peacekeeping missions might be candidates for such collaboration and exchange, for instance Brazil, Spain, and Sweden. Another type of external step that could advance pathway 3 would be to prudently offer educational and material support to civil society and nongovernmental organizations that advocate non-militaristic visions of Iranian society and policy. Likewise, the expansion of civil society, cultural, and sports exchanges between Iran and Western states may reinforce the availability of a range of non-power-oriented global status opportunities among Iranian society. Notably, it bears
mentioning that the IRGC is not a homogenous entity and its members have diverse perspectives, including on politics and the potential role of nuclear weapons in Iran’s international status.\textsuperscript{138} Indeed, the IRGC did largely go along with the 2015 nuclear agreement, even if mostly for pragmatic economic reasons, and certainly some IRGC members support pragmatic or reformist policies. With a view to pathway 3, external states might explore reasonable ways of reaching out to or supporting such constituencies. Finally, alleviating Iran’s security threats is another important component of pathway 3 where outside states could make a difference. Hence, as described under pathway 1 above, the United States, Iran’s regional neighbors, and other international actors might take steps to improve Iran’s security environment as laid out for pathway 1.

Overall, while the evidence does not dictate that Iran will imminently move down reversal pathway 3, there are some promising indications and the pathway is quite relevant to Iran—especially in view of its apparent position as a near-major power.\textsuperscript{139} It should also be stated that, given Iran’s embattled diplomatic-political situation, pathway 3 may be more effective in bringing Iranian nuclear reversal if complemented by parallel progress down pathway 1 as well.

\section*{Potential Alternative Arguments}

It is worthwhile to consider some alternate nuclear reversal explanations in the case of Iran. In this regard, key arguments might be envisaged in relation to: (1) external security environment (without status arguments); (2) domestic politics/political economy; (3) coercive pressure; and (4) regime change. We now explore the conceivable impact of these factors in turn.

\subsection*{External Security Environment}

Since nuclear weapons are frequently associated with deterring aggression from other states, we might ask whether security threat reduction alone can explain nuclear reversal? Analysts have frequently relied upon security factors as a core argument to explain nuclear weapons choices. Further, all but two past nuclear reversals occurred in tandem with a measurably improved external security situation.\textsuperscript{140} However, as observed by Stanford experts Scott D. Sagan and Ariel E. Levite, the empirical record is replete with instances of nuclear decisions that do
not fit neatly with an account solely focused on security. For instance, while Libya's long-held nuclear ambitions were driven partly by regional security realities and its reversal was indeed preceded by a drop in Libya's interstate disputes, to ascribe the Gadhafi regime's nuclear about-face exclusively to external security would be to overlook critical aspects of the reversal picture. Libya in the 1990s and early 2000s rethought its revolutionary agenda and role in the world—with profound implications for Libya's policy and status interests. As Libya moderated its objectionable policies and attempted to burnish its diplomatic standing, its controversial nuclear pursuits became a serious impediment to Libya's revised status goals. Sweden's nuclear history offers a further case in point. As suggested above, Sweden's nuclear reversal can be partially traced to lower threat levels and East-West détente. However, Sweden's interstate dispute involvement was generally modest in the decades following World War II. Further, as nuclear policy specialist Eric Arnett has pointed out, most studies on Sweden point primarily to non–security-based reasons to explain its nuclear choices. Sweden's reversal can be more convincingly explained if one accounts for Swedish beliefs about the country's stature as a role model and “active neutral” promoting peace, the rule of law, and progressive causes such as disarmament and humanitarian action, along with its desire to avoid jeopardizing its status with contentious nuclear activities that contravened an emerging global norm against nuclear proliferation. Finally, the absence of nuclear renunciation among the major powers further supports the contention that security threat reduction must be combined with additional factors to comprehend nuclear reversal patterns. For example, British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan stated decades ago that Britain's independent nuclear force “gives us a better position in the world, it gives us a better position with respect to the United States. It puts us where we ought to be, in the position of a Great Power.” Hence although the United Kingdom's interstate disputes subsided with the end of the Cold War and Britain entered an era of objectively lower threat from interstate violence, Britain has maintained its nuclear force. The British case lends further weight to nuclear arguments focusing on status interests.

Could security threat reduction alone lead to Iranian reversal? This is unlikely because, as the empirical record shows, the choice for nuclear forbearance typically derives from security in conjunction with other factors. As Levite has sensibly pointed out, “although a favorable
external security outlook appears necessary to bring about nuclear re-
versal, it rarely if ever appears to be sufficient, by itself, to produce this
outcome."\textsuperscript{146} Iran is no exception to this observation and its security
environment is best understood not as an alternate, competing explana-
tion of nuclear reversal but rather as an integral complement to status
arguments.

\textbf{Domestic Politics/Political Economy}

How might domestic political competition and factional interests
impact nuclear reversal? Domestic arguments view the preferences
and actions of specific domestic constituencies, such as govern-
ment bureaucracies or even nongovernmental groups, as crucial in
determining policy outcomes.\textsuperscript{147} Domestic actors—notably, nuclear sci-
entists, military officers, and election-minded officials—may develop
preferences favoring nuclear arms and seek to mobilize pro-bomb
coalitions which could impede nuclear reversal, at times uniting with
international supporters and norms.\textsuperscript{148} For example, national security
strategist Peter R. Lavoy describes how national political and military
elites establish myths about the state’s “insecurity or its poor interna-
tional standing” to popularize nuclear weapons as sources of military
security and international influence.\textsuperscript{149} Levels of democratic governance
may also shape nuclear choices, as elites in democracies might have rela-
tively less autonomy to promote nuclear weapons based on parochial
incentives.\textsuperscript{150} In political-economic terms, professor Etel Solingen holds
that leaderships advocating global economic integration and liberalizing
reforms should seek to avoid the domestic political costs of nuclear-
ization, whereas “nuclearization implies fewer costs for inward-looking
leaders and for constituencies less dependent on international markets,
investment, technology, and institutions, who can rely on nuclear weapons
programs to reinforce nationalist platforms of political survival.”\textsuperscript{151}
There is evidence that domestic factors have impacted the outcome or
timing of states’ nuclear decisions. For instance, key atomic technocrats
and military strategists in the official bureaucracies in India and France
apparently pushed their respective states’ nuclear programs forward.\textsuperscript{152}
And as Solingen points out, nuclear reversal in Argentina, Brazil, Egypt
under Sadat, Japan, South Africa, South Korea, and Taiwan was con-
ducted under leaderships relying for their political survival on export-
led industrialization.\textsuperscript{153} However, in some cases the evidence on domestic
politics is mixed; hence in Libya and South Africa nuclear reversal took place in spite of any bureaucratic opposition and by regimes that were relatively undemocratic.

With regard to Iran, much has been written about the role of factional politics and internal disputes in Iranian policymaking. Domestic bureaucratic interests may shed light on aspects of Iran’s nuclear path, such as the persistence of nuclear ambitions even under relatively moderate or reform-minded leaders such as the Mohammad Khatami presidency (1997–2005). Though Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei is routinely described as the ultimate arbiter of Iranian security and defense policies and Iran’s rulers have emphasized that nuclear decision-making is based on “consensus,” indeed several often-competing domestic actors vie for influence on the nuclear issue. While there may be broad domestic consensus on Iran’s right to nuclear technology for scientific and economic development, the positions of domestic leaders and elites on nuclear weapons are thought to diverge significantly in many instances. It is not always easy to ascertain specific Iranian domestic actors’ views on nuclear arms since such positions are not typically publicly revealed, but, for example, analysts have in the past cited the IRGC and perhaps Iran’s atomic agency (the AEOI) as potentially having pronuclear weapons interests. From a domestic politics approach, reversal might occur in Iran if antinuclear coalitions were to gain influence or if pronuclear lobbies within the IRGC or atomic establishment were to lose domestic political clout. Solingen’s political-economic account would predict reversal if the Iranian government were to further embrace economic liberalization as its political model—a perspective that might view Hassan Rouhani’s presidency as fairly promising. It is hard to dispute that domestic political realities would be involved in any Iranian nuclear reversal. Moreover, there are some interesting points of overlap between our status-based approach and domestic accounts; as one example, both perspectives might postulate that declining IRGC influence in politics would increase prospects for nuclear forbearance. However, domestic politics can usefully be seen as shaping the broader status motivations affecting states’ nuclear choices, which are conditioned by regional and systemic factors as well as domestic influences. Notably, the way in which domestic political differences play out with regard to Iran’s long-running foreign policy dichotomy between ideological opposition to the outside world and international engagement will likely have major re-
percussions for the nuclear issue. As Chubin observes, “the nuclear issue has long been a proxy for the broader question of how Iran should relate to the world—and whether it should pursue its interests unilaterally or with reference to others’ concerns.” In line with our approach, the way this broad question is resolved within Iran should be indicative of whether the Iranian leadership prefers to seek Iranian standing through controversial nuclear pursuits or through alternative endeavors less focused on power status.

Coercive Pressure

Might coercive interstate pressure facilitate nuclear reversal? Coercion may involve external threats to use military force or the threat or imposition of other costly measures such as economic sanctions. As regards Libya, “strong” versions of the coercion argument are unconvincing. For example, US Vice President Dick Cheney controversially asserted in 2004 that Libya’s relinquishing of its nuclear aspirations was “one of the great by-products” of the American military interventions in Iraq and Afghanistan. This assertion is problematic because, in reality, Gadhafi had officially offered to give up his WMD activities as early as May 1999—well before the Iraq and Afghanistan invasions—and he gave secret assurances to the British Foreign Office on WMD renunciation in August 2002. But there is evidence that more modest coercive measures such as the US and multilateral economic sanctions imposed on Libya, particularly in the 1990s, may have helped augment the potential incentives (that is, sanctions removal) for Libya’s broader shift towards more cooperative foreign and security policies. As regards South Africa, former Atomic Energy Corporation (AEC) Chairman J. W. de Villiers has denied that US pressure affected South Africa’s nuclear reversal. Waldo Stumpf, the AEC chief executive officer who oversaw South Africa’s nuclear dismantlement, has stated that US nonproliferation pressure actually kept South Africa “out of the NPT longer.” While US nonproliferation advocacy probably reinforced for de Klerk the benefits of denuclearization, it is unclear that American pressure was decisive. In the case of Brazil, restrictive US export policies, “rather than encouraging a change . . . tended to reinforce a sense of victimization and provided fuel for the nationalistic nuclear theology. Ultimately, change came from within . . . Brazil, rather than being imposed from the outside.” Mitchell Reiss similarly finds that in Brazil’s case, “U.S.
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officials admit that American pressure had little or no influence.”165 Experts and policy makers have at times lauded the efficacy of coercion, but this influence can be overstated. Political scientist Russell J. Leng’s work illustrating the limits of coercive diplomacy provides valuable insights. Leng finds based on a study of 677 influence attempts that states tend to reply to coercion in kind, hence coercion often begets more coercion. Drawing on psychological insights, Leng argues, “States tend to respond in kind to both coercive and cooperative influence tactics. The most effective influence strategy, in terms of achieving a diplomatic success without going to war, appears to be a reciprocating strategy in which the state begins with tit-for-tat responses to coercive influence tactics and then offers cooperative initiatives, most often in the form of carrot-and-stick inducements.”166 Thus Leng’s findings suggest that coercive measures such as sanctions or threats of force targeting states with nuclear ambitions would normally lead to coercive responses rather than compelling any desired nuclear reversal outcome.

As for Iran, nonproliferation specialists Celia L. Reynolds and Wilfred T. Wan have noted that “sanctions have exacerbated economic problems arising from the structural weaknesses and mismanagement of Iran’s economy, especially under Ahmadinejad’s presidency and since his contested re-election in June 2009.”167 Iran’s economic reliance on oil exports and related aspects of the rentier state would seemingly ripen its vulnerability to sanctions. Further, domestic discontent with the negative economic impacts of sanctions previously imposed by the UN Security Council, the United States, United Kingdom, and others appears to have contributed to the election of President Rouhani in 2013 as well as the conclusion of the JCPOA. Yet it would be less convincing to argue that coercive measures will reverse Iran’s nuclear aspirations. Alireza Nader wrote in 2012, “[i]t is unclear if sanctions have weakened or strengthened the Iranian regime’s resolve to pursue the nuclear program.” He also observes “sanctions . . . may convince certain factions to take escalatory actions and continue or even accelerate the nuclear program’s development.”168 Such measures have for many years failed to induce Iranian reversal and in the future could be expected to prompt the sort of tit-for-tat escalation described by Leng—a counterproductive outcome from the nonproliferation point of view. Indeed, according to our approach, sanctions can be expected to augment the international exclusion of isolated states and hence could actually reinforce the status
incentives for nuclear weapons. While coercive measures may find relative success in situations of asymmetric bargaining leverage over the coercion target (e.g., US-South Korea, US-Taiwan), this is hardly apparent for Iran.

In terms of more forceful coercive approaches, previous threatening rhetoric about military force by the United States and Israel has not elicited Iran’s reversal. The covert assassination of Iranian nuclear scientists by foreign agents and cyber attacks against Iran’s nuclear facilities have represented technical setbacks but have not visibly altered Iran’s fundamental nuclear priorities. Moreover, nuclear researchers Sarah Kreps and Zain Pasha find that military threats empower domestic coalitions that are hostile to international regimes such as the NPT.169 Finally, Israel’s and Iraq’s past military strikes to destroy nuclear installations in Iraq and Iran, respectively, failed to subdue the latter states’ nuclear aspirations.170

**Regime Change**

What can be said of the potential role of a leadership transition or “regime change” in eliciting nuclear reversal? In its most extreme form, regime change under military force in Iraq in 2003 did erase any lingering nuclear ambitions wielded by the Saddam Hussein regime—but this came with vast human, material, and other negative consequences. In South Africa and Brazil domestic leadership transitions preceded nuclear reversal, although both cases consisted of internal political successions due to elections rather than being imposed by external force. However, nuclear forbearance came about in Libya in the absence of any regime change.

In the case of Iran, would the emergence of a new supreme leader facilitate nuclear forbearance? Has the 2013 election of President Rouhani made a difference regarding a prospective Iranian nuclear reversal? I contend that a high-level “changing of the guard” may contribute to making reversal easier. But this would be contingent largely upon any potential changes in fundamental nuclear motivations, notably status and security. For instance, if the new official(s) were to moderate policies disliked by other states this could favor the pursuit of diplomatic-political or other alternative types of standing for Iran that would obviate its nuclear aspirations. Similarly, if the new leader(s) were able to rein in the influence of status perspectives such as those of the IRGC, then this could encourage Iranian status approaches favoring reversal. Or if they were
to foster regional conflict resolution and engage further with the United States towards reducing perceived security threats, this could foster nuclear reversal. Hopes were raised that President Rouhani’s election could lead to nuclear renunciation, but this has not yet happened and clearly the 2015 JCPOA—albeit a significant step towards tension reduction, building confidence, and limiting technical nuclear capabilities—cannot be equated with nuclear reversal. More generally, previous reversal cases such as Libya and arguably Sweden demonstrate that regime change may not be essential for Iranian nuclear reversal to happen, as such policy change can also emerge from within the regime under the right conditions.

Overall, the implication here is that alternate explanations of nuclear reversal may hold value, and for some states arguments such as domestic politics and leadership transitions may complement our status and security account. But in Iran’s case, it is not evident that these alternate explanations tell us more about how nuclear reversal could occur than could a status and security-based approach.

**Conclusion: Much Ado about Nothing?**

This article has outlined an original explanation of states’ nuclear weapons choices to shed light on Iran’s nuclear path. Comparatively few studies have shifted the focus from proliferation to nuclear reversal—despite the empirical prevalence of this phenomenon. The approach presented here yields innovative theoretical conclusions about the reasons for nuclear reversal as well as concrete policy insights. Significantly, status perspectives merit renewed attention in accounts of nuclear behavior. States frequently seek to earn status and set themselves apart in world politics. Moreover, most states prefer accomplishments that do not involve nuclear weapons as a route to higher global standing. While frustrating status deficiencies foster nuclear aspirations, the widespread predilection for status through activities like cooperative diplomacy, promotion of global rules and progressive reform, and perhaps economic achievements, explains why many states opt for nuclear reversal.

Several distinct pathways exist where status and security factors bolster prospects for nuclear reversal. Within these pathways, developments such as diplomatic status improvement and the decline of domestic military legitimacy are associated with nonnuclear status ambitions. The evolution of the global nuclear nonproliferation norm is also an integral part
of the reversal story, as is the improvement of a state’s security threat environment. Notably, our approach helps clarify the puzzle of norm compliance: the global norm against nuclear proliferation is argued to induce nuclear reversal particularly when it results in nuclear weapons impinging on a state’s ability to accumulate preferred types of international status, such as for diplomatic-political accomplishments and defending global rules and norms.172

What policy insights can be identified regarding Iran? Importantly, an Iranian bomb is not inevitable. This research provides a clear blueprint for those seeking to prevent Iran from going nuclear, one that requires policy evolution beyond the breadth of the 2015 nuclear deal. First, strategies focusing on isolation and sanctions are unlikely to have the desired nonproliferation effect. Instead, effective policies under reversal pathway 1 would promote diplomatic recognition of Iran and minimize its international exclusion. Progress toward the normalization of US-Iran diplomatic relations would be a promising step. In general, the United States and the international community should present Iran with concrete opportunities for enhancing its diplomatic recognition and could seek for Iran a more prominent role as a diplomatic-political intermediary—for instance on regional issues such as Afghanistan or on intercultural initiatives. This should have the effect of opening up non-power-oriented routes to Iranian status and create space for receptive Iranian officials to push for such standing; the result would be a kind of nonnuclear “status accommodation” of Iran in world politics. In a similar vein, the United States and others could promote increased Iranian participation in international organizations such as the World Trade Organization—an Iranian priority—while also toning down criticism of Iran in multilateral fora to reduce Iran’s perceived global exclusion. If the new US administration aims to encourage Iranian reversal, it would do well to honor US commitments to sanctions relief made in the JCPOA as a means to reduce Iran’s ostracism. In addition, reversal pathway 3 points to delegitimizing military status notions. Though this path will likely depend mainly on domestic events in Iran, external measures can be envisaged. These efforts would need to proceed with sensitivity to Iranian attitudes on foreign interference in Iran’s domestic affairs to avoid counterproductive effects. Thus, states could seek military-to-military engagement with Iran’s military and Revolutionary Guards, centering on experience with humanitarian operations, to foster
interest in nonnuclear avenues to international standing. States might also consider prudent educational and material support to civil society organizations that advocate nonmilitaristic visions of Iran’s society and role in the world. Likewise, the expansion of civil society, cultural, and sports exchange programs between Iran and other states could highlight alternative global status opportunities among Iranian society and elites.

Iranian reversal also requires reducing Iran’s perceived security threats. Policies that defuse conflicts in the Middle East and ameliorate Iran’s security environment should be more effective than the threat of military force. Such conflict-reducing steps are essentially a universal requirement for nuclear reversal. Efforts by the United States to prevent or peacefully resolve interstate disputes with Iran would constitute progress. For example, US-Iran security dialogue should be undertaken to build confidence and avoid hostilities such as potential mishaps between naval vessels in the region. Talks should likewise be held with the aim of finding ways to improve the security situation in Iraq and Afghanistan, bearing in mind Iran’s interest in alleviating transnational threats on its borders. The United States should review its military policies in the region for any reasonable modifications that could decrease Iran’s perceived threats. Finding solutions to end the protracted Syria conflict should similarly be a priority in order to reduce Iran’s security motivations for nuclear weapons. The United States may likewise be well positioned to discreetly broker nonaggression pledges and threat-reduction measures between Iran and Israel. The resolution of disputes between Iran and the Gulf Cooperation Council states, including Saudi Arabia, should also be supported. There are multiple security interests shared by Iran, the United States, European states, and other actors, such as stabilizing Afghanistan and the fight against Daesh Islamic extremists, which should enable many of these security efforts to make progress.

What is the role of the 2015 Iran nuclear deal? While the JCPOA is a noteworthy achievement in terms of easing tensions and limiting Iran’s technical capacity in relation to nuclear arms, it would be erroneous to equate the JCPOA with a more fundamental reversal decision. This article has taken a relatively long-term perspective on Iran’s nuclear motivations and its focus is not on the nuclear deal. In general, the JCPOA is certainly no nuclear reversal panacea. That being said, despite the considerable political discourse focusing on limiting Iran’s capabilities, it is conceivable that the nuclear deal could, in the final analysis,
have lasting effects in lessening Iran’s nuclear motivations. In this way, aspects of the deal might have the effect of nurturing some of the status and security dynamics noted above. This could be anticipated, for example, if relief from coercive sanctions on Iran—potentially leading to further diplomatic and political interaction and cooperation—were to decrease the burden of Iranian isolation and encourage alternative Iranian status aspirations. Or the nuclear agreement might contribute to assuaging Iran’s security concerns, notably if it were to act as a catalyst for subsequent bilateral US-Iran security reassurance. Hence the nuclear deal’s impact should be foreseen mainly insofar as it influences the basic status and security motivations driving Iran’s nuclear ambitions—and it remains too early to assess the extent of these effects. Reversal may require several years in Iran’s case; meanwhile, the JCPOA could impose enough technical constraints over a decade-and-a-half window for these status and security processes to advance.

In sum, global policies targeting Iran’s status and security concerns should be expected to augment the prospects for nuclear reversal. The success of the world community in securing Iran’s reversal will potentially hinge upon whether Iranian status interests are addressed, including by bringing Iran into the international diplomatic fold, as well as sufficiently easing Iran’s security threats. While numerous political hurdles and intermediate steps can be expected along the way, such a course of action could align Iranian status seeking toward nonnuclear pursuits. These developments can be encouraged by key states willing to take supportive measures. On the Iranian domestic front, the election outcomes of 2013 and 2016 may have been a step toward greater official receptiveness to nonnuclear status ambitions. However, this is not yet fully apparent and the next Iranian president could alter the domestic landscape. As a further observation, it merits reiterating that continuing international support for the nuclear nonproliferation regime is essential to maintaining the strength of the global norm against nuclear proliferation, which in turn is crucial to preserving a situation where nuclear arming is unappealing to most states as they search for status in the world. Therefore the United States and other states should steadfastly support the nonproliferation regime and efforts to discredit nuclear proliferation if the desire is to effectively prevent an Iranian bomb.
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1. An earlier version of this article was presented at the annual convention of the International Studies Association (ISA), San Francisco, CA, 3–6 April 2013. I wish to thank the ISA panel participants as well as the Strategic Studies Quarterly editor, Mike Guillot, and reviewers for their helpful comments on earlier versions.

2. International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), Final Assessment on Past and Present Outstanding Issues regarding Iran’s Nuclear Programme, Report by the Director General, GOV/2015/68, 2 December 2015, 15. Iran has maintained that its nuclear activities are not for nuclear arms and that it is exercising its right to peaceful nuclear technology.


4. Nuclear negotiations often focused on obtaining Iran’s commitment to limit certain sensitive nuclear activities, notably uranium enrichment operations, and persuading Iran to enhance transparency of its nuclear program to build confidence in its peaceful nature. From Iran’s side, it notably sought sanctions relief and recognition of its right to the peaceful use of nuclear technology. Sanctions on Iran have been multilateral through the UN Security Council, as well as regional (e.g., EU) and unilateral (e.g., United States).

5. Key provisions of the 2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), informally the Iran “nuclear deal,” include: Iran agreeing to limit its uranium enrichment capacity to 5,060 IR-1 centrifuges at the Natanz Fuel Enrichment Plant for 10 years, with some advanced centrifuges also being introduced over time; Iran pledging to perform uranium enrichment only at the Natanz site; Iran limiting its maximum uranium enrichment level to 3.67 percent for 15 years; Iran reducing its low-enriched uranium stockpile to under 300 kilograms for 15 years; Iran converting its Fordow facility into a nuclear technology center engaging in joint international scientific partnerships; Iran converting the Arak nuclear reactor to limit plutonium production; Iran refraining from reprocessing plutonium for 15 years; Iran increasing the number of designated IAEA inspectors in the country to approximately 130–150; and the comprehensive lifting of all UN Security Council sanctions as well as multilateral and national sanctions related to Iran’s nuclear program, and, eventually, restrictions on conventional arms and missile-technology acquisition. Iran’s negotiating partners apparently aimed through the nuclear deal to shut off the various possible Iranian pathways to the bomb for a significant period of time, as well as to increase the amount of warning time in case Iran were to attempt to rush to build nuclear weapons.


8. Similarly, nuclear forbearance refers to when a state is neither wielding nuclear ambitions nor in possession of nuclear bombs.


and historical factors can affect any given state’s nuclear priorities. However, the current article can be distinguished in that it emphasizes the drive for status (in different forms) as a nearly universal facet of world politics; it identifies various key status dimensions; it applies the notion of status deficiencies as conceived by sociologists as nuclear motivating factors; and it tries to more broadly account for global patterns of nuclear reversal using status insights. As a definitional matter, it may be noted following Paul et al., Status in World Politics, that “status” implies a hierarchy whereas the term “prestige” is not hierarchical.


12. This section draws upon the author’s paper, “The Road to Global Nuclear Zero? Why the Nuclear Powers are Unlikely to Follow in South Africa’s Footsteps,” prepared for the Annual Convention of the International Studies Association, Montreal (March 2011).

13. The nuclear literature often emphasizes external security, domestic, or normative drivers of nuclear weapons choices; see Sagan, “Why Do States Build Nuclear Weapons?” For example, T. V. Paul distinguishes between high, medium, and low conflict regions and anticipates nuclear forbearance when states do not face regional security tensions from protracted conflicts and enduring rivalries; see Paul, Power Versus Prudence. Focusing on domestic political-economic aspects, Etel Solingen contends that leaderships advocating global economic integration prefer to avoid risky nuclear weapons pursuits that could impede trade and capital flows, endanger economic reforms, and alienate political constituencies; see Solingen, Nuclear Logics: Contrasting Paths in East Asia and the Middle East (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2007). Differently, Jacques E. C. Hymanas attributes states’ nuclear weapons preferences to individual leaders’ national identity conceptions; see Hymanas, The Psychology of Nuclear Proliferation: Identity, Emotions, and Foreign Policy (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2006). From a normative perspective, Maria Rost Rublee, relying on social psychology and constructivism, unpacks three distinct mechanisms—persuasion, social conformity, and identification—by which the international nuclear nonproliferation norm takes hold within a state; see Maria Rost Rublee, Nonproliferation Norms: Why States Choose Nuclear Restraint (Athens, GA: University of Georgia Press, 2009).
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23. Ibid., 100.

24. External constraints on upward status mobility may reinforce this frustration.

25. Two main assumptions are made here. First, states wish to demonstrate status as a central impulse in international affairs. Second, international politics can be conceived of as a stratified social realm of interacting units (states). We do not aim to test a full-fledged status inconsistence theory as sociologists have done; instead, we identify the status deficiencies most likely to spur dissatisfaction and hence favorability to having nuclear weapons.

26. Nuclearization also appears to be influenced by external security factors (notably interstate disputes, nuclear rivals, and lack of a security guarantee from a nuclear power), international nuclear norms (especially norms in the early nuclear age relating nuclear arms to military and scientific-technical prowess), and technical opportunity factors; see Andrew Prosser, “Nuclearization and Its Discontents: Status, Security, and the Pathways to Nuclear Reversal” (PhD diss., Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies, Geneva, 2010).


29. States may be stymied in their efforts to improve diplomatic status given the strong dependence of this form of status on other states. Thus low diplomatic status often elicits frustration. Isolated states envisage little status to be lost, and likely much to gain, by challenging the nuclear status quo.

30. Isolated states such as Israel, South Africa, and North Korea acquired nuclear arms and other former pariahs, including South Korea and Taiwan, have had past nuclear ambitions; see Betts, “Paranoids, Pygmies, Pariahs.” However, sociological status reasons for this trend are underexplored.


32. As suggested earlier, these preferences can partly reflect state-specific historical and cultural attributes.


34. For the purpose of this article, a state may nuclearize in any given year to one of three distinct levels: (1) executive deliberation of the possibility or utility of acquiring nuclear weapons and/or authorization of research with nuclear weapons applications to be conducted for defense purposes rather than for purely civilian ends (nuclear deliberation); (2) authorization of nuclear weapons acquisition (nuclear pursuit); or (3) possession of nuclear weapons (nuclear possession). Nuclear aspirations or ambitions indicate the state is either a nuclear deliberator or a pursuer. This scheme is adapted from Singh and Way, “The Correlates of Nuclear Proliferation.”

35. In addition, the three post-Soviet states of Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine all rid themselves of the nuclear weapons on their territory during the 1990s and hence may offer some relevant insights regarding nuclear reversal incentives. For example, authors have pointed out that Ukraine gave up its nuclear weapons in part because Ukrainian officials viewed nuclear
renunciation as a better route to international standing than keeping the weapons; see Sagan, “Why Do States Build Nuclear Weapons?,” 81; and William C. Potter, The Politics of Nuclear Renunciation: The Cases of Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine, Henry L. Stimson Center Occasional Paper no. 22 (Washington, DC: Stimson Center, 1995), 44. However these three states cannot be considered as cases of reversal per se since they did not operationally control their nuclear weapons and their arsenals were obtained not due to their independent sovereign decision but rather under the Soviet program.


37. The reversal pathways are ideal-types, to which specific states may conform to varying degrees. Hybrid combinations of multiple pathways may be possible. Each pathway is expected to increase the likelihood of nuclear reversal rather than embodying a deterministic causal path.


39. Interstate disputes are measured with data indicating the five-year moving average of the number of militarized interstate disputes per year for each state; Singh and Way, “The Correlates of Nuclear Proliferation.” These data draw on the Correlates of War militarized dispute data, http://www.correlatesofwar.org/. Other security developments such as nuclear rivalries ending and a security alliance with a nuclear-armed power could impact reversal in some cases, but these factors are not included in the reversal pathways.

40. In particular, a decline in a state’s interstate dispute average to one-half the highest level since its nuclear ambitions emerged is a critical threshold.


43. James Barber and John Barratt describe South Africa’s failure “to rid itself of the stigma of racism or improve its international status. Its hopes of transforming the situation on the foundation of the outward policy and dialogue were dashed. . . . In its frustration it talked of establishing a new international role, of turning its back on the West”; see James Barber and John Barratt, South Africa’s Foreign Policy: The Search for Status and Security 1945–1988 (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1990), 152. South African Foreign Minister Hilgard Muller spoke of an “international vendetta” being waged against the country while also emphasizing South Africa’s prominence as a major trading nation; ibid., 155; and D. J. van Vuuren, “South Africa’s Foreign Policy and International Practice during 1976 as Reflected Mainly in Speeches, Statements and Replies by the Government in Parliament,” in South African Yearbook of International Law (Pretoria: University of South Africa, 1976), 317.

45. In this regard, de Klerk stated in 2006: “I wanted South Africa to return as soon as possible to the international arena, and I wanted to convince the rest of the world that we really were not playing with words, we really were prepared to undertake negotiations which would result in fundamental change. I wanted to achieve international support for the change process in South Africa, and I wanted to ensure that the leading countries of the world would keep an eye over the negotiation process and that if [there were] a threat of the negotiations deteriorating into further conflict, then they would step in to assure that a negotiated solution is guaranteed.” “Q & A: F. W. de Klerk on Iran, Nukes,” Newsweek, 12 May 2006, http://europe.newsweek.com/qa-f-w-de-klerk-iran-nukes-109987?rm=eu.


48. Middle state status preferences are often molded by specific historical, geographical, and/or cultural influences, which could variously include: previous wars, proximity to or relations with major powers, or other significant national experiences.

49. I classify Finland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Australia, Canada, and Switzerland as middle states, in line with the literature on middle states which regularly mentions the Scandinavian states, Australia, Canada, and Switzerland. This categorization, albeit somewhat rough, aligns with our conceptualization of middle state status priorities.


52. Data on military expenditure as a share of GDP come from the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI), SIPRI Military Expenditure Database, http://www.sipri.org/research/armaments/milex/milex_database. Some additional pre-1980s data are ob-
tained from SIPRI, *SIPRI Yearbook 1980* (London: Taylor and Francis, 1980). Two additional indicators are also relevant: (1) a government shift from military to civilian hands (i.e., when the highest executive officeholder changes from a military to a civilian official); and (2) constitutional restrictions that substantially limit the military’s activities. Due to data limitations, the two supplementary indicators are not comprehensively coded for all states.


56. Michael Barletta similarly concludes that a fundamental motivation for Brazil’s military nuclear program “was that it was viewed by military officers as a means to realize their ambition to enhance Brazil’s international stature.” Barletta, *The Military Nuclear Program in Brazil* (Stanford, CA: Center for International Security and Arms Control, 1997), 16.


58. Notably, the Cuban missile crisis in the early 1960s was a factor in disrupting prevailing nuclear norms and augmenting the status costs of nuclear weapons.

59. The nuclear nonproliferation norm can be traced to the 1960s. An Irish UN General Assembly resolution was adopted in 1961 calling for measures to halt the spread of nuclear arms; see Emily Bailey, Richard Guthrie, Darryl Howlett, and John Simpson, *PPNN Briefing Book, vol. I, The Evolution of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Regime* (Southampton, UK: Programme for Promoting Nuclear Non-Proliferation, 2000). Furthermore, the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) was negotiated during the 1960s, with its adoption taking place in 1968.

60. The major powers are states that reach high composite power, economic, and population levels and are permanent UN Security Council members. For recent years, the major powers include the United States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China. For coding details regarding major powers, near-major powers, and non-powers, see Prosser, “Nuclearization and Its Discontents.”

61. Nor do the reversal pathways apply to near-major power nuclear possessors (i.e. India). However they do appear to apply to non-possessor near-major powers such as Brazil, Germany, and Japan—and likely Iran.

62. For further discussion of the major powers’ nuclear logics and the potential for nuclear disarmament, see Prosser, “Nuclearization and Its Discontents,” chap. 10; and Prosser, “The Road to Global Nuclear Zero?”

63. For coding details, see Prosser, “Nuclearization and Its Discontents.”
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64. For statistical and case study evidence in support of the article’s theoretical arguments, see ibid.


67. On the alleged secret nuclear arms project comprising weapons design and computer analyses, see Spector, Going Nuclear; and Bhatia, Nuclear Rivals in the Middle East, 82–85. The Shah reportedly stated to a French interviewer that Iran would one day possess nuclear arms “without a doubt and sooner than one would think,” but this statement was later refuted; see John K. Cooley, “More Fingers on the Nuclear Trigger?,” Christian Science Monitor, 25 June 1974, as quoted in Anne Hessing Cahn, “Determinants of the Nuclear Option: The Case of Iran,” in Nuclear Proliferation and the Near-Nuclear Countries, ed. Onkar Marwah and Ann Schulz (Cambridge, MA: Ballinger, 1975), 199.

68. Zubeida Malik, “The Man Who Turned Iran Nuclear,” BBC News, 28 March 2013, http://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-21938310. Former Iranian Foreign Minister Ardeshir Zahedi has said that the Shah’s strategy was to create a nuclear option consisting of “the know-how, the infrastructure and the personnel needed to develop a nuclear military capability within a short time without actually doing so. . . . The assumption within the policy-making elite was that Iran should be in a position to develop and test a nuclear device within 18 months”; see Ray Takeyh, Hidden Iran: Paradox and Power in the Islamic Republic (New York: Times Books/Henry Holt, 2006), 136.


70. Solingen, Nuclear Logics, 164; and Albright and Stricker, “Iran’s Nuclear Program,” 78.


72. The Bushehr reactor was later completed and was connected to the power grid in 2011, under IAEA safeguards and with nuclear fuel from Russia; see IAEA Power Reactor Information System (PRIS), https://www.iaea.org/PRIS/CountryStatistics/ReactorDetails.aspx?current=310; and Albright and Stricker, “Iran’s Nuclear Program,” 79.

74. IAEA, Implementation of the NPT Safeguards Agreement and relevant provisions of Security Council resolutions in the Islamic Republic of Iran, Report by the Director General, GOV/2013/6, 21 February 2013, 9.
75. IAEA, Final Assessment.
76. Ibid.; statement of James R. Clapper, director of National Intelligence, Worldwide Threat Assessment of the US Intelligence Community, to the US Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, 9 February 2016, 8, https://www.dni.gov/files/documents/SSCI_Unclassified_2016 _ATA_SFR%20_FINAL.pdf; Risen and Mazzetti, “U.S. Agencies See No Move by Iran to Build a Bomb”; and ODNI, Iran: Nuclear Intentions and Capabilities. Page 15 of the IAEA’s report states: “The Agency assesses that a range of activities relevant to the development of a nuclear explosive device were conducted in Iran prior to the end of 2003 as a coordinated effort, and some activities took place after 2003. The Agency also assesses that these activities did not advance beyond feasibility and scientific studies, and the acquisition of certain relevant technical competences and capabilities. The Agency has no credible indications of activities in Iran relevant to the development of a nuclear explosive device after 2009.”
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